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Abstract

previous work,
work, we have developed
developed aa generate,
generate, test, and
and debug
debug methodology
methodology for
detecting, classifying,
classifying, and
In previous
for detecting,
and
responding to sensing failures
responding
failures in
in autonomous
autonomous and
and semi-autonomous
semi-autonomousmobile
mobilerobots.
robots.An
Animportant
important issue
issue has
has arisen
arisen
from these efforts:
to classify
classify the
the cause
cause of
ofthe
thefailure
failureand
anddetermine
determinean
an alternative
alternative
efforts: how
how much time is there available
available to
strategy before
sensing strategy
before the
the robot
robot mission
mission must
must be
be terminated'?
terminated?
this paper,
paper, we
we consider
consider the
the impact
impact of
of time
time for
for teleoperation
teleoperation applications
applications where
In this
whereaa remote
remoterobot
robot attempts
attempts
autonomously maintain sensing
sensing in
presence of
to autonomously
in the presence
of failures
failuresyet
yethas
has the
the option
option to
to contact
contact the local for
for further
further
assistance.
of DempsterDempsterassistance. Time
Time limits
limitsare
aredetermined
determinedby
byusing
usingevidential
evidential reasoning
reasoning with
with aa novel
novel generalization
generalization of
theory. Generalized Dempster-Shafer
Shafer theory.
Dempster-Shafer theory
theory isisused
usedto
toestimate
estimatethe
the time
time remaining
remaininguntil
untilthe
therobot
robot behavior
behavior
be suspended
suspended because of uncertainty;
uncertainty; this becomes
becomes the
must be
the time
time limit
limit on
on autonomous
autonomousexception
exceptionhandling
handlingatatthe
the
remote. IfHthe
responsibility isis passed
passedto
to
theremote
remotecannot
cannotcomplete
completeexception
exception handling
handling in this
this time
time or
or needs assistance, responsibility
the
the local, while
while the
the remote
remote assumes
assumesaa "safe"
"safe"state.
state. An
An intelligent
intelligentassistant
assistant then
thenfacilitates
facilitateshuman
humanintervention,
intervention,either
either
directing the remote without human
human assistance
assistance or coordinating
coordinating data
directing
data collection
collectionand
andpresentation
presentationtotothe
the operator
operator
within time limits imposed
by the mission.
handling activities
activitiesisis demonstrated
demonstrated
imposed by
mission. The
The impact
impact of
of time
time on
on exception
exception handling
video camera sensor
using video
sensor data.
Keywords:sensor
sensorfusion,
fusion,mobile
mobilerobots,
robots,teleoperations,
teleoperations,evidential
evidentialreasoning,
reasoning, Dempster-Shafer
Dempster-Shafer theory
Keywords:
theory fault
fault
tolerance

Introduction
11 Introduction
Previous work
work has
has described
described the
the VIA-SFX
VIA-SFX architecture
architecture [12],
[12],aateleoperation
teleoperationrobot
robotarchitecture
architecturefor
forlimited
limitedautonomous
autonomous
perceptual and
and motor
motor control
control with
with aa knowledge-based
knowledge-based operator assistant providing strategic selection
perceptual
selection and
and enhancement
enhancement
The assistant
assistantisisexpected
expectedto
toreduce
reducecognitive
cognitive fatigue
fatigue by
by managing
managing the presentation of sensor
of relevant
relevant data.
data. The
sensor data
data
guiding planning and problem solving
solving activities
The assistant
assistant·maintains
maintains aa low
low communications
communications
and by guiding
activities at
at the local. The
bandwidth by requesting only
only the
the data from the remote which
whichisisbelieved
believedpertinent
pertinenttotothe
thecurrent
currentcognitive
cognitivetask.
task.The
The
overall work
increase as
cooperative assistant assumes
assumes more
more management
management
overall
work efficiency
efficiencyofofthe
the operator
operator isis likely
likely to
to increase
as the cooperative
responsibilities, freeing
responsibilities,
freeingthe
the operator
operator to
to supervise
supervise multiple
multiple remotes.
remotes. VIA-SFX
VIA-SFX supports
supports the
the incremental
incremental addition
addition of
of
artificial intelligence
intelligence as
as more
more progress
progress isis made
made in
in learning
learning and planning.
This paper
paper reports
reports on
on current
currentefforts
efforts on
onextending
extending and
andimproving
improving the
the VIA-SFX
VIA-SFX architecture to accommodate
accommodate
This
exception,
cooperative assistance in recovering from
from sensing
sensingfailures
failuresin
inteleoperated
teleoperated mobile
mobilerobots.
robots. A sensing failure,
failure, or exception,

is declared
declared when
when the
the perceptual
perceptual processing
processingneeded
neededtotosupport
supportaamotor
motorbehavior
behaviorisisnot
notable
abletoto return
return aa percept with
with
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a high degree
three reasons:
reasons: a sensing malfunction has
degree of
of certainty. Sensing
Sensing may
may fail
fail for one
one or
or more
more of the
the following
following three
environment has changed with deteriorative effects
occurred (e.g., broken camera lens), the environment
effects on
on sensing
sensing(e.g.,
(e.g.,the
thelights
lights

are turned off),
(e.g.,isistold
toldtoto look
lookfor
forsomething
somethingthat
thatisn't
isn'tthere).
there). For
Forthe
the
off), or the remote
remote has errant expectations
expectations (e.g.,
paper, exception
exception handling
handling is
process of
purposes of this paper,
is the process
of detecting
detecting aa sensing
sensing failure,
failure, classifying
classifyingthe
thecause(s),
cause(s),and
and
recovering by
sensing plan.
recovering
by instantiating
instantiating a new sensing
plan.
paper concentrates
concentrates on the impact
impact of time on exception
exception handling
The paper
handlingactivities
activitiesatatboth
both the
the remote
remote and
and local.
local. One
One
objective
of VIA-SFX
VIA-SFXisis to
to allow
allow the
the remote
remote to
to be as self-sufficient
possibleand
andtotodemand
demandoperator
operatorinteraction
interaction
objective of
self-sufficient asaspossible
only when there is no other safe option. The
when and
and for
for how
how
The scheme
scheme described and simulated in this paper
paper specifies
specifies when
maintain autonomous
autonomous operations
operations while
while attempting
to identify
identify and
and recover
recover from
sensing failure.
long the remote can maintain
attempting to
from a sensing
failure.
It also
also specifies
specifies when
when the
the remote
remote must
must seek
seek help
help from
fromthe
the operator,
operator, even
eventhough
thoughitit has
has not
not necessarily
necessarilyexhausted
exhausteditit
own autonomous
own
autonomous problem
problem solving
solvingresources.
resources.Projected
Projected measurement
measurementerror
errorand
and the
the decay
decay in
in the
the belief for
for an object
used to
to estimate
estimatethe
thereal-time
real-timedeadlines
deadlines for
for the
the various
various exception handling
are used
handling activities.
activities.
threefold. First, itit puts
putsforward
forward a strategy
strategy for
for incorporating
incorporating the role of time
The contributions of this paper are threefold.
time in
in
constraining
robotstotooperate
operate
constraining the
the exception
exception handling activities at both
both the
the remote
remote and
and local.
local. This
This is
is expected
expected to
to aLlow
allow robots
more effectively
and reliably in domains with hard
overloadingof
ofthe
the
effectively and
hard mission
mission deadlines
deadlines without increasing
increasing cognitive
cognitive overloading
operator. Accordingly,
Accordingly, it is expected to allow
allow operators to supervise multiple
Second, it
multiple remotes.
remotes. Second,
it uses
uses aa generalization
generalization
Dempster-Shafer theory
time limits
limits on decision
decision making.
results of
of research
of Dempster-Shafer
theory to
to estimate the time
making. Third,
Third, it integrates the results
in fully
robots into a teleoperations
application, illustrating
illustrating the evolution
of human
human cooperative
cooperative
fully autonomous mobile
mobile robots
teleoperations application,
evolution of
assistance architectures
architectures from
from heavily
heavily reliance
reliance on
on the
thehuman
humantotoincreasing
increasingself-sufficiency.
self-sufficiency.
remainder of
of this
this paper
paperisisdivided
divided into
intofive
five sections.
sections. Section
Section22reviews
reviews techniques
techniques for
for exception
exception handling
handling
The remainder
sensing failures,
failures, noting their shortcomings.
shortcomings. Exception
Exception handling
handling in
in cooperative
cooperative assistance
assistance architectures
architectures is also
also
for sensing
summarized. Section
to the VIA-SFX
VIA-SFX architecture
architectureand
and how
howthey
theyaddress
addressthe
theshortcomings
shortcomings
Section 33 presents the modifications to
current exception handling methods and teleoperation control schemes.
found in current
schemes. The
The generalization
generalizationof
ofDempster-Shafer
Dempster-Shafer
is introduction
introduction in
in Section
Section 4.
4. Work
Work in
in progress
progress testing and
and implementing
implementing these
theory is
these modifications
modificationsisispresented
presentedand
and
discussed next in Section 5.
5. Simulations
using actual
actual sensor
sensor data
data show
show the
the estimation
estimation of
of deadlines
deadlinesand
and
Simulations of the remote using
detection, dassification,
classification, and recovery
recovery activities
conclusions are
activities at
at the remote. Interim conclusions
are drawn
drawn in
in Section
Section6.6.

Previous Work
Work
22 Previous
autonomously handling
handling sensing
sensing failures
failures have been successful
successful for
operational envienviMethods for autonomously
for applications
applications where
where the operational
ronment and possible
possible failure
failure modes
modes are
are well-known
well-knownand
andreadily
readilymodeled.
modeled.ItItisisunlikely
unlikelythat
thatmost
most of
ofthese
thesetechniques
techniques
will be transferable to mobile robots in open worlds.
worlds. As summarized below,
will
below,cooperative
cooperativeassistance
assistancearchitectures
architectureshave
have
generally attempted
to facilitate
facilitate human
human intervention
intervention from
from the
the local,
local, but
but have
have neglected
neglected problem
problem solving
solving activities
generally
attempted to
activities at
the remote.

2.1 Exception
ExceptionHandling
Handlingfor
forAutonomous
Autonomous Mobile
Mobile Robots
2.1
of exception handling
The bulk of
handling for
for sensing
sensinghas
hasbeen
beenapplied
appliedtotodomains
domainsother
otherthan
than robotics,
robotics, such
suchas
assensor
sensormonitoring
monitoring
manufacturing plants
plants[7,9,10].
[7,9,10]. Both
Both [9]
[9] and [10]
[10] use
in manufacturing
usepattern
pattern recognition
recognition methods
methods to
to detect
detect errors in sensors
sensors observing
observing
[9] uses
manufacturing plants.
plants. Fernandez and Durrant-Whyte [9]
usesaapattern
pattern detector
detector to
to pull
pull up
up the correct model
model of
of how
how
the sensors
sensors should be operating
operating and
and identify
identify the
the causes.
causes. Naidu,
Naidu,Zafiriou,
Zafiriou, and
and McAvoy
McAvoy [10]
[10] use
the
use aa neural
neural network
network to
to
classify errors with good results. Weller,
Weller, Groen, and Hertzberger [16]
[16] perform
classify
performcontext
context sensitive
sensitivetests
tests to
to detect
detect sensing
sensing
after each
each processing
processing step for generic sensor
errors after
sensor applications.
applications. These
These efforts
effortseach
eachheavily
heavilyrely
relyon
ontasktask-and
andplatformplatformspecific models
specific
models of
of sensor
sensorinteraction,
interaction, limiting
limiting their
their transferrability
transferrability to
to new
new domains.
domains. Also
Also none
none considered
consideredthe
the impact
impact
the diagnostic
diagnostic and
and recovery
recovery process.
process.
of time on the
in [1]
[1] specifically
Chavez and Murphy in
Chavez
specifically targeted
targeted handling sensing
sensing failures
failuresin
in autonomous
autonomous mobile
mobile robots
robots in
in the SFXThey addressed
addressed failures
failures in a perceptual process supporting
EH architecture. They
supporting aa reactive
reactive motor
motor behavior.
behavior. Failures
Failures were
were
detected via
via evidential
evidential reasoning
reasoning then
then classified
classified using
[14] methodology.
detected
using aa Generate, Test, and Debug [14)
methodology.In
In keeping
keepingwith
with
use of
of reactive
reactive behaviors,
behaviors, their perceptual
perceptual process
process attempts to
to classify
classify and recovery
recovery for
sensing exception
their use
for the sensing
exception
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without
additional information or assistance
assistance from
resulting in several
several limitations.
without any additional
from other computational agents,
agents, resulting
limitations.
The most significant
significant isis an
contention for
an inability
inability to
to handle contention
for resources
resourcesexternal
externaltotothe
the perceptual
perceptual process.
process. This
This is
is
problematic for
classification and recovery.
recovery. Consider
Consider determining
possibilities of
video
for both classification
determining between
between the possibilities
of whether
whether a video
failed or
or ifif lights
lights have
havebeen
beentwned
turned off.
off.IfIfthere
there isisaasecond
secondvideo
videocamera,
camera,ititcan
canbe
bequeried
queriedtotosee
seeififits
itslight
camera has failed
light
readings
easily generated
the second
second video
video camera has
readings are
are normal;
normal; this
this type
type of
of test
test is easily
generated by
by the
the GTD
GTD method.
method. But ifif the
has
been allocated to another perceptual
perceptual process,
process, there will
will be contention,
contention, and
and some
some type
type of
of negotiation
negotiation scheme
schememust
mustbe
be
implemented.
Contention
during
recovery
can
arise
if
the
perceptual
process
attempts
to
replace
a
defective
sensor
with
implemented.
recovery can arise if the perceptual process attempts to replace a defective sensor with
another sensor
sensor currently
currently allocated. Second,
Second, compound
compound failures
failures exacerbate
exacerbate the
the classification
classificationprocess.
process. Whereas
Whereas itit was
was
automate tests
teststotoconfirm
confirmhypotheses
hypotheses of
of single
single source failure,
fairly easy to automate
failure, it was very difficult
difficult to
to generate conclusive
conclusive
when two
two problems
problems happened
Chavez and
tests when
happened simultaneously.
simultaneously.AA third
third problem
problem with
with the
the Chavez
and Murphy
Murphy implementation
implementation
was that itit did
from the
the exception;
exception; itit was
was assumed
assumedthat
that
was
did not
notlimit
limit the
theamount
amountofoftime
timeused
usedto
toclassify
classify and
and recovery
recovery from
and wait
wait until
until the sensing
sensing problem
problemwas
wasresolved.
resolved.This
Thismay
maynot
notbe
betrue
trueofof
the robot could
could default
default to a safe behavior
behavior and
robots in
exposure isis undesirable.
undesirable.
in hostile
hostile environments
environments where the prolonged
prolonged exposure
[8] also
Farrell [8]
also has
has addressed
addressedfault
faulttolerant
tolerant sensing
sensingfor
fora ahexapod
hexapodrobot.
robot. Her
Her approach
approach was
wastoto write
write componentcomponentspecific detection
specific
detection and
and recovery
recoveryschemes.
schemes.ItIt considered
consideredthe
the impact
impact of
of time
time on
on exception
exception handling
handling only
only in
in retesting
retesting aa
recovered.
sensor at periodic
periodic intervals in case it may
may have
have spontaneously recovered.

2.2
2.2 Cooperative
Cooperative Assistance
Assistance
While the Chavez
mobile robot
robot types
types
Chavez and Murphy
Murphy work
work shows
shows that aa GTD
GTD methodology
methodology is suitable
suitable for
for classifying
classifying mobile
sensing failures,
encountered suggests
of sensing
failures, the
the difficulties
difficultiesthat
that they encountered
suggeststhat
that human
humaii assistance
assistance may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to resolve
resolve
determine the
the source
source of
of compound failures.
contention and determine
failures. Therefore,
Therefore, an
an logical
logical alternative
alternative isis to
to merge
merge the portions
which are successful
successful into
teleoperation architecture which
which supports cooperative
cooperative assistance.
assistance.
of exception handling which
into a teleoperation
Gravez [2],
[3], and Rogers and Murphy [12]
[12] each
Coiffet
Coiffet and
and Gravez
[2], Edwards,
Edwards, et.
et. al [3],
each have
have proposed
proposed such
such architectures.
architectures.
Of the three
three systems,
systems, Murphy
Murphy and
and Rogers'
Rogers' architecture,
architecture, VIA-SFX,
VIA-SFX, is the most
most concerned
concerned with problem-solving
problem-solving
sensing related
VIA-SFX is a semi-autonomous
semi-autonomous control
assistance for
for sensing
related issues.
issues. VIA-SFX
control architecture
architecture which
whichallows
allowsthe
theremote
remote
robot to
to proceed
proceed autonomously
autonomously until it
it completes
completes a task or encounters a difficulty
difficulty itit cannot
robot
cannot resolve.
resolve. It
It consists of
of three
three
computational
agents:
the
remote
robot,
the
human
operator,
and
an
intelligent
assistant.
The
intelligent
assistant
computational agents: the remote robot,
human operator, and an intelligent assistant. The intelligent assistant
acts as an
the human
human and
and the robot. ItIt uses
an intermediary
intermediary between
between the
uses aa blackboard
blackboard architecture
architecture to observe
observe and manage
manage
independently by
human intelligences.
intelligences. As technology
technology advances
information posted independently
by the remote and human
advancesand
and the
the remote
remote
assistant can
canbe
bemodified
modified accordingly.
accordingly.
acquires more intelligent capabilities, the assistant
VIA-SFX concentrates
Previously reported work on VIA-SFX
concentrates on
on the
the use
use of the cooperative assistance
assistance agent
agent aiding
aiding human
human
exception handling
local. The
The major
major novel
novel technique
technique for
in completing the exception
handling activities
activities at
at the local.
for cooperative
cooperative assistance
assistance isis
visual interaction
visual
interaction [11].
[11}.Under
Underthis
thisparadigm
paradigmthe
the operator
operator communicates
communicateswith
withthe
theintelligent
intelligentassistant
assistantand
andthe
the remote
remote
graphical interface.
interface. The
The graphical
graphicalinterface
interface uses
uses cognitive
cognitive models
via aa graphical
models of
of visual
visual problem
problem solving
solvingininconjunction
conjunctionwith
with
task-dependent models
models to determine
determine what
what information,
information, sensor
sensor data,
and associated
associated levels
levels of image
task-dependent
data, and
imageenhancement
enhancementand/or
and/or
display. The intelligent
intelligent assistant
presentation style to display.
assistant manages
manages the
the hypotheses,
hypotheses,reminds
remindsthe
theoperator
operatorof
of~ppropriate
appropriate
diagnostic procedures,
diagnostic
procedures,requests
requestssensor
sensordata
datafrom
fromthe
theremote,
remote,and
and then
then enhances
enhancesitit to
to highlight
highlight attributes
attributes needed
needed
confirm the current
current hypotheses.
hypotheses. The
The assistant
assistant also
also displays
displays relevant
relevant contextual
to confirm
contextual information
informationsuch
suchasas terrain
terrain or
or
cartographic data.
data.
result of
of the
the focus
focus on
on cooperative
cooperative assistance
assistance at the
the local,
local, the
theprevious
previous version
version of VIA-SFX
VIA-SFX did
precisely
As a result
did not precisely
defi~e the exception handling activities at the
the remote.
remote. Likewise
Likewise it has
has largely
largely ignored the issue
issue of time constraints.
define

ExceptionHandling
HandlingExtensions
Extensions in
in VIA-SFX
VIA-SFX
3 Exception
order to
to address
address its
itsshortcomings
shortcomings for
for exception
exception handling, the VIA-SFX
VlA-SFX architecture
been refined
refined to account
account for
In order
architecture has been
impact of
of time on exception
exception handling
the impact
handling activities
activitiesand
andoperator
operatorattention.
attention. Both
Both the
the remote
remote and
and local
local systems
systemsmust
must
now consider
consider deadlines
now
deadlines as
as they
they either
either autonomously,
autonomously,ororwith
withhuman
humanassistance,
assistance,generate
generateand
andtest
test hypotheses
hypothesesabout
about
the nature
natureof
ofthe
thesensing
sensing failure.
failure. AAmethod
methodofofcomputing
computing the
thereal-time
real-time deadlines
deadlines using
using evidential reasoning
the
reasoning has
has been
been
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developed and
section.
developed
and is
is presented
presented in
in the next section.
posits that there
there are
are two
two natural deadlines
deadlines in
This paper posits
in exception
exceptionhandling.
handling.First,
First,there
thereisisthe
thetime
timethat
that the
the
afford the remote to autonomously
autonomously classify
system can afford
classifyand
and recover
recoverfrom
fromthe
thesensing
sensingfailure.
failure.Second,
Second,isisthe
thetime
timethe
the
system can devote as
as aa whole
whole to
to exception
exceptionhandling,
handling,either
eitheratatthe
the remote
remoteor
orthe
thelocal,
local,before
beforeititmust
mustabort
abort the
the behavior
behavior
do something
something else.
else.
and do

3.1 Types
Typesof
ofDeadlines
Deadlines
3.1
computing these deadlines,
deadlines, it should
when a sensing
sensing failure
In computing
should be
be noted that when
failure occurs,
occurs,aa remote
remote may
maybe
beable
able to
to continue
continue
executing the behavior
"dead reckoning"
reckoning" mode.
executing
behavior for
for aa period
period of
of time
time in
in aa "dead
mode. The period of time from
from the
the detection of aa
, the
sensing failure
sensing
failure by
by aa remote
remote to when
when itit cannot safely
safely continue
continue executing
executingthe
thebehavior
behaviorwill
willbe
bedesignated
designatedasast st8,
thetime
time
remaining until
execution of
remaining
until the
the execution
of the
the behavior
behaviormust
mustbebesuspended.
suspended.During
Duringthis
thistime
timethe
theoperator
operatordoes
doesnot
notneed
needto
to be
be
involved while
autonomously recover
involved
whilethe
the remote
remote isis attempting
attempting to autonomously
recoverfrom
fromaa failure;
failure;this
this allows
allowsthe
theoperator
operator to
to continue
continue
tasks without
without needless
needless interruption. IfIfthe
theremote
remote is
is successful,
successful, aa message
with current tasks
messagecan
canbe
belogged
loggedwith
withthe
theoperator
operator
that aa failure
failure was
was detected
detected and
and resolved.
resolved. But itit does
does not
not require
require the
the operator
operatorto
toimmediately
immediately read
read or
or acknowledge
acknowledge itit
that
almost no
no time
time delay.
delay.
since the problem has been handled with almost
If the remote
remote does
does not
not resolve
resolve the
the sensing
sensing failure
failure before
before t3,
t s , then execution
execution of the behavior
behavior is
is suspended.
suspended. Ideally,
Ideally,
the robot
robot would
would assume a fall-back
fall-back or
"defensive" state,
suspension would
would mean
mean that
that the
or "defensive"
state, allowing
allowingitit to
to remain
remain stationary
stationary
and continue autonomous
autonomous or
or cooperative
cooperativeexception
exceptionhandling.
handling.Unfortunately,
Unfortunately,the
therobot
robotmay
maynot
notbe
beable
abletotomaintain
maintain
fall-back state
state indefinitely;
indefinitely; other
other behaviors
behaviors or
or overarching
overarching mission
mission parameters
this fall-back
parameters which
which are
are not affected may need
to move
move the robot
robot away
away from the sensing
sensing region
region where
where the
the failure
failure occurred,
occurred, disrupting
disrupting its
its ability
ability to
to analyze
analyze the cause
of the failure.
robot in
in aa highly
radioactiveenvironment.
environment.IfIfthe
therobot
robot has
has CCD
CCD
failure. Consider
Consider the operation
operation of aa mobile
mobile robot
highly radioactive
cameras, it
will want
reduce unnecessary
making progress
cameras,
it will
want to reduce
unnecessaryexposure
exposuretotohard
hardradiation.
radiation. IfIf the
the robot
robot is
is not making
progresson
onits
its
may be
be part
part of
ofits
its mission
mission to return to
to aa shielded
shielded area.
task, it may
The upper
upper bound
bound on
on how
how long
long the
the system
system can
can tolerate
tolerate the
thesuspension
suspension of
of the
the behavior
behavior before
before it has
has to
to effectively
effectively
designated as
as ta.
t a • IfIfthe
theremote
remoteisisable
abletotocontinue
continueits
itsexception
exception handling
handling in the
the interval
interval between
between tt8
abort itit isis designated
and
s and
the operator
operator must
must still
still be
be informed
informed that the remote
remote has entered
entered the fall-back
ta, the
fall-backstate.
state. If the operator is
is busy
busy and
and
time remaining
remaining until a behavior
behavior abort is long,
long, the operator may choose
choose to
the time
to let
let the
the system
system continue
continueto
to exhaust
exhaust its
its

autonomous capabilities before requiring
requiring human
human interaction.
interaction.
paper proposes
proposes that
that t3
t s be
be the
the deadline
deadline for the remote exception
This paper
exception handling
handling activity
activity and
and tta
be aa factor
factor influencing
influencing
a be
intelligent assistant
assistant data collection
collection and
presentation activities.
arrangement is
practical and produces
produces aa
the intelligent
and presentation
activities. This arrangement
is practical
overall system response,
the canonical
canonical cases
cases below.
below.
reasonable overall
response, as can be seen by the

I• t3t s ==0.O. InInthis
thisinstance,
instance,the
thebehavior
behavioratatthe
theremote
remotecannot
cannotoperate
operatefor
for any
any length
length of
of time
time in
in aa dead-reckoning
dead-reckoning
The remote
remote exception
exception handler immediately
immediately transfers
mode. The
transfers control
controltoto the
the local
local without
without attempting
attempting to
to solve
solve itit
autonomously.
advantage of
behavior has
does
autonomously. This
This has
has the advantage
of notifying
notifyingthe
the operator
operator that
that a behavior
has been
been suspended.
suspended. It does
not interfere
handling, since
since the
the remote
remote handler
handler isis aa subset
subset of
ofthe
the local
localand
andthe
the local
local
interfere with
with autonomous
autonomous exception handling,
instruct the
the remote
remoteto
tocontinue
continue classification
classification and recovery
can instruct
recovery under
under the
the intelligent
intelligent assistant's
assistant's supervision.
supervision.
exemplifies what
problem immediately
This case exemplifies
what would
would happen
happen ifif the
the remote perceptual process encounters
encounters aa problem
immediately
instantiationand
andso
so has
has no
no belief
belief in the percept (and
(and thereby
thereby no
no basis for dead-reckoning)
upon instantiation
dead-reckoning)or
orififthe
theremote's
remote's
survival depended
survival
depended on
on the
the behavior
behavior (for
(for example,
example,itit might
might be
be deemed
deemeddangerous
dangerousfor
forthe
theremote
remotetotoattempt
attempt to
to
matterfor
for how
how short
short aa time,
time, without
withoutthe
thesensing
sensingfor
for obstacle
obstacle avoidance).
avoidance) .
navigate, not matter

< ta.This
This
nominal
case,where
wherethe
theremote
remotehas
hassome
sometime
timeavailable
availablefor
for exception
exception handling without
• 00<<t8t s<ta.
is is
thethe
nominal
case,
without
t s : the
the failure
failure may
may be
be successfully
successfully
local supervision.
supervision. One of three events
events might
might transpire
transpire during
during the time until t8:
classified and
recovers autonomously;
classified
and the remote recovers
autonomously; the
the classification
classificationprocess
processmay
mayreach
reachaapoint
pointwhere
whereitit can
can go
gono
no
without human
human assistance
assistance and
and voluntarily
voluntarily transfers
transfers control
control to the
the local;
local; or
or the
the classification
classification process
further without
process may
may
the deadline
deadline is reached and control
control is
still active but the
is by
by necessity
necessitypassed
passedtotothe
thelocal.
local.In
In the
the last
last case,
case, the
the local
local
intelligent assistant
remote to continue
continue its autonomous
autonomous exception
intelligent
assistant can
can instruct the remote
exception handling
handlingactivities,
activities,but
butthe
the
the behavior
behavior has
has been
been suspended.
suspended.
operator is aware that
that the
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constraints and
and any
any change
change
= 0.
O. This
This condition
condition could
could arise
arise when
when the remote is operating under safety-critical
safety-critical constraints
the situation
situationrequires
requires human
human cognizant.
cognizant. Control
Controlwould
would be passed immediately to
in the
to the local
local and
and the
the all
all exception
exception
supervision of
handling done under the direct supervision
of the
the operator.
operator.

S•

t

t s ~ ta.
t a • In
In this
thissituation,
situation,the
theremote
remoteisisprevented
preventedfrom
from operating
operatingas
as long
long as
as might
might be
be theoretically
theoretically possibly
possibly (t3)
(t s )
Control
<
is.
must
be
immediately
to
though
due to some other consideration which
whichset
sett ta
<
ts.
must
be
immediately
passed
the
local,
even
a
tal,in
n order to insure that
the remote
remote could
could operate in dead reckoning
reckoning mode
- tal,
that the
thelocal
local will
will some time to
the
modefor
forIts
It —
and store
store any
any relevant
relevant data prior to aborting
aborting the behavior.
behavior.
gather and

The interval
interval Ita
tsl 15
is of
of particular
particular importance to the local when
when the
the remote exception
exception handler
handler cannot
cannot recover.•
recover. ~
A
ta - t$
safely sit
large interval
interval indicates
indicates that
that the remote can safely
sit and
and wait
wait for
for further
further directions
directionsfrom
fromthe
thelocal.
local. AA small
smallinterval
interval
serves as
serves
as aa warning
warning that
that the remote may have
have to
to move
moveaway,
away,that
thatafter
afterthat
that time,
time, the
the local
localmay
maynot
notbe
beable
abletotorequest
request
sensor data
tsl determines
determines if the local
local requests
requests all
real time sensor
data for
for help
help in
in isolating
isolatingthe
the failure(s).
failure(s). As
Asaa result,
result, Ita
ta - ts
possible sensor
possible
sensor data
data from the remote,
remote, regardless
regardless of communication
communicationbandwidth
bandwidthcost,
cost,ininorder
ordertoto be
be sure
sure and
and have
have it
operator needs
needs it.
it. Furthermore,
Furthermore,ititcan
caninfluence
influencechoice
choice of
of strategy employed
employed by
if the operator
by the
the intelligent
intelligentassistant;
assistant;for
for
example, displaying
lower resolution
resolution in
operator can
can immediately
immediately identify
identify the
example,
displaying sensor
sensordata
data at
at a lower
in order
order to see if the operator
assistant isis under
under no
no pressure
pressure to
to violate
violate it's
it's goal
goal of
of
problem. On
hand,
if Ita
is large,
large, the intelligent
intelligent assistant
problem.
Onthe
theother
other
hand,
if -ta tsl
ts S
remote to
to continue
continue its
its autonomous
autonomous exception
exception
minimizing communication
minimizing
communicationbetween
betweenthe
thesystems.
systems. ItIt can
can instruct the remote
capabilities or
handling capabilities
or request
request data on demand from
from the
the operator.
operator.

3.2 Involvement
Involvement of
of Operator
3.2
operator has
has three
.threelevels
levels of
of supervisory
supervisory involvement
involvement in
The operator
in exception
exceptionhandling
handlingininthe
the VIA-SFX
VIA-SFXarchitecture.
architecture. First,
operator does
do~ not
not need
need to
toparticipate
participateininexception
exceptionhandling
handling activities
activities if
if (1)
(1) the
the remote
remote is
is performing
performing autonomous
the operator
exception handling
(2)the
theintelligent
intelligentassistant
assistantisiscontinuing
continuing the
the remote's
remote's autonomous
autonomous exception
exception handling
exception
handling prior
prior to
to t soror(2)
handling
handling has
has commenced
commencedbut
butdoes
doesnot
not require
requirethe
the
interval Ita
Ita _- ts.
tsl. The
The operator is informed
informed that exception
exception handling
in the interval
thefailure
failureisisresolved
resolved autonomously,
autonomously, the success
success will
Again, the operator does
does
operator's attention. IfIfthe
willbe
be posted.
posted. Again,
necessarily have
thatposting,
posting,and
andcan
cancontinue
continue to
to focus
focus on
on other
other supervisory
supervisory activities.
Second, the
not necessarily
have to
to attend
attend to that
activities. Second,
the
operator may
may have cooperative supervisory duties.
operator
duties. These would
would occur
occur when
when(1)
(1)neither
neitherthe
theintelligent
intelligentassistant
assistant nor
northe
the
was able
recover from
remote was
able to recover
from the
the failure
failure autonomously
autonomouslyoror(2)
(2)aarapidly
rapidlychanging
changingsituation
situationrequires
requiresthe
theoperator
operatortoto
cases, the VIA-SFX
VIA-SFX interface
be aware of what
what is
is happening.
happening. In these cases,
interfacewould
wouldassist
assistthe
theoperator.
operator.Third,
Third, the
the operator
operator
supervisory control
may assume total supervisory
control of
ofthe
the remote
remote at
at any
any time.
time.

3.3
Computation of
of t8
ts
3.3 Computation
t a 'issupplied
supplied by either the task manager software
is aa function
function of the last "good"
"good" state of
softwareororthe
thehuman
humanoperator.
operator.t ts is
ta

sensing and
the time
time of
of failure.
failure.
sensing
and the projected activity of the robot so must be computed by the remote at the
A
behavior
can
continue
as
long
as
its
certainty
in
task
performance
is
acceptable.
These
measures
system
A behavior can continue as long as certainty in task performance is acceptable. These measures of system
uncertainty are
are generally
generally viewed
viewed as
uncertainty
as decaying
decayingwith
withtime:
time: the
the longer
longerthe
the behavior
behavior operates
operates in
in aa "dead
"dead reckoning"
reckoning"mode,
mode,
less certain
certain the
the system
system is.
is. For
Forexample,
example, the
themore
moreaaremote
remotemoves
moves without
without some
some external
external localization,
localization, the more
the less
The rate
rateof
ofincrease
increase of
of that
that uncertainty
uncertainty depend
depend on the particular
particular hardware
hardware configuration,
configuration,
uncertain its position is.
is. The
the characteristics of
environment, and
of the operating environment,
and what
what the remote does
does between
between observations.
observations. AA remote
remotesitting
sitting
still
static world
world may
may have
have no reason
reason to discount
discount its previous
previous observations,
observations, no
how long
still in a static
no matter
matter how
long an
an absolute
absolute time
time
period
has
passed.
period has passed.
Uncertainty shows
shows up
up in
in 22 forms:
forms: belief
beliefininthe
therecognition
recognitionofofthe
thecorrect
correctobject
objectand
andmeasurement
measurementerror.
error.Consider
Considera a
to locate itself with
remote attempting
attempting to
with respect
respect to
toaaspecific
speific landmark.
landmark. It must believe
believethat
that itit isisperceiving
perceivingthat
thatlandmark
landmark
in order to proceed with extracting relative position. The
The position
position measurement will
have
some
error
associated
will have some error associatedwith
withit.it.
The estimation of
must take
takeinto
into account
account how
how long
long the
of tts must
the remote
remote can
canboth
both track
track on
onthe
the object
objectof
ofinterest
interestand
andoperate
operate
within
These two
two components are treated
treated as
as independent
independent sources
sources of uncertainty;
algorithms for
within measurement
measurement error.
error. These
uncertainty; algorithms
for
relative
relative position
position can precisely
precisely measure
measurethe
the distance
distance to
to the
the wrong
wrong landmark.
landmark.
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The time remaining
remaining to
to suspend the
the behavior
behavior tts due
due to
to lack
lack of
of certainty is
is the
the minimum
minimum of
ofthe
thetime
timethat
that the
the system
system
recognizing the
and the
the time
time that
thatthe
thesystem
systemcan
can operate
operatewithin
within measurement
measurement error,
error, terror:
terror:
can go
go without recognizing
the object, tree,
trec, fld

ts = min(trec,terror)
example, consider
place itself 1 foot from a specific
specific landmark.
Given the measured
measured
For example,
consider the
the remote
remote attempting to place
landmark. Given
the landmark,
landmark, the
the estimated
estimatederror,
error,and
andthe
theprojected
projectedvelocity,
velocity, the
the remote
remote can
can compute
compute how
how long
distance remaining to the
can operate
operate safely
safely before
position. But there
there will
will also
also be a constraint on how
how far
it can
before itit must
must update its position.
far the
the robot
robot can
can
move without
move
without running
running the
the risk of mistaking
mistaking the
the landmark
landmark for
for another
another nearby
nearby landmark;
landmark;ififthe
the remote
remoteisisfixated
fixatedon
onaa
pair of lines,
lines, how
howfar
farcan
canitit move
movewithout
withoutresensing
resensingand
andstill
stillbelieve
believethat
thatititisistracking
trackingthe
thesame
samelandmark.
landmark.InInsituations
situations
where the
unique (e.g.,
where
the landmark
landmark or
or object
object is unique
(e.g., the
the only
only blue
blue object
object in
in the
the area),
area), recognition
recognitionisiseasy
easytotomaintain
maintainand
and
• In
measurement error
measurement
error will
willdominate
dominatethe
thecomputation
computationofoft st3.
In cluttered
cluttered areas
areas such
such as
as aa toxic
toxic waste
waste dump
dump where
wherethe
the
•
particularsteel
steel drum
drum in
inaajumble,
jumble, recognition
recognition may be less certain and trec
tree will
percept might be aa particular
will be
be tt8.
s

GeneralizationofofDempster-Shafer
DeIIlpster-Shafer Theory
Theory for Temporal
TeIllporal U
pdat44 AAGeneralization
Updating
ing

Estimating measurement
measurement error is well
well understood,
understood, while
while projecting
projectingrecognition
recognitionuncertainty
uncertaintyisisnot.
not. Recognition
Recognitionununtreated as
as an
an evidential
evidential reasoning
reasoning problem.
problem. Belief
Belief over
typically treated
certainty is typically
over time
time isis the
the combination
combination of
of prior
prior belief
belief
current belief.
belief. The
Thetwo
twoprevalent
prevalenttheories
theoriesofofevidence,
evidence, Bayesian
Bayesian updating
updating and
andDempster-Shafer
Dempster-Shafer theory,
theory, weight
weight
with current
the past
failure has
has occurred
occurred and
and the
the current
current belief
belief isismissing
missingoror
past equally
equally with the
the present.
present. In
Inthe
thecase
casewhere
where aa sensing
sensing failure
"don't know"
know" , this weighting
weighting effectively
anyany
lossloss
of belief
over over
time; time;
this isthis
counterintuitive
and undesirable.
effectivelyprevents
prevents
of belief
is counterintuitive
and undesirabl
"don't
conunon solution
The most common
solution is
is to
to introduce an ad hoc decay
decay factor
factor within
within aa probability
probability model
modelto
to discount
discountthe
the previous
previous
[5,6]. A
changing rapidly
belief during
during updating
updating [5,6].
A high
high decay
decayrate
rate says
saysthat
that the
the state is changing
rapidly and
and therefore
thereforethe
the remote
remote cannot
cannot
safely
operate
for
long
without
data.
safely operate for long without
Evidential reasoning for
for estimating belief over
over time
time in
in VIA-SFX
VIA-SFXis·isdone
doneusing
usingaavariation
variationon
onthe
theDempster-Shafer
Dempster-Shafer
[17], Dempster's
(DS) theory
theory of evidence [13].
[13]. As noted by [17],
Dempster's rule of combination is
is only
only one
one possible
possible rule
rule of
ofcombination.
combination.
Any rule of combination
combination which
which takes
takes two
twocombinable
combinablebelieffunctions
belieffunctionsand
andalways
alwaysyields
yieldsa athird
thirdisispermissible.
permissible.Variations
Variations
[15] and
of Dempster's rule have been proposed, most notably by Smets [15]
and Zadeh
Zadeh [18].
[18].We
Wecan
canrewrite
rewriteDempster's
Dempster'srule
rule
for combining
combining belief
beliefinto
intowhat
what we
wecall
callaageneralized
generalizedform,
form,w~ere
wherem(m(a)
representsthe
thebelief
belieffor
forai:
a:
ai) represents

f(m(ai),m(a;))
f(m(a2),m(a,))

mBez1eBez2(ak)
= Eafla=ak
mBellEBBeI2(al:) =
E QinQj:¢tjJ Jf(iim I(-)
(-))''
V.'
at.\ ,m I .V
EQ,naj=al;

a,
ma,))

,

a ¥:<P,

al:

(1)

is Dempster's
Dempster's rule.
rule. By
By changing
changingj,1 new rules can be created.
j(m(ai),m(a;))
m(ai) x m(a3),
m(a;), then the above
above is
If f(m(a),
rn(a,)) == m(a)
[17] maintains
different rules
Wilson [17]
maintains that
that different
rules of
ofcombination
combinationreflect
reflectthe
theoperationalization
operationalizationofofdifferent
differentassumptions.
assumptions.Rather
Rather
than
apply aa decay
decay factor, our
our approach
approach has
has been
been to
to construct
construct aa new
new rule
rule of
of combination for
than apply
for the
the situation of aa remote
taking readings
readings over
are two
two assumptions
assumptions implicit
are different
different from
taking
over time.
time. There are
implicit in
in the
the new
new rule
rule that
that are
from Dempster's
Dempster's
rule. First,
First, observations
observations over
over time from the same
same sensor
sensor about the same
same target can
can not
not be
beconsidered
considered independent.
independent.
rule.
series of belief
If Dempster's rule of combination is
is applied
applied to a series
belief functions
functionsextracted
extracted from
from the
the same
same sensor
sensor over
overtime,
time,
counter-intuitive combined
counter-intuitive
combinedbelief
belieffunctions
functionsoccur.
occur.Second,
Second,we
wenote
notethat
that the
the order
order of
of the presentation of evidence
evidenceisis
non-commutative for the
the EVAHR
EVAHR application.
application. Consider
Consideraaseries
seriesof
ofbelief
belief functions where the first offers strong
non-commutative
strong evidence
evidence
the target
targetisisobject
object p,
p, the
thesecond
second strong
strong evidence,
evidence, the
that the
the third
third weak,
weak, the
the fourth
fourth strong,
strong,the
the fifth
fifthstrong,
strong,the
thesixth
sixth
seventh strong. Compare
Compare this
this with
with aa different
different sequence
sequence of
weak, and
weak,
and the seventh
of belief
beliefin
inp:p: strong,
strong, strong,
strong, strong,
strong, strong,
strong,
strong, strong, weak,
weak, weak.
weak. The
The first
first sequence
sequence may indicate noise in the observations, while
while the
the second
second may
may be
be aa sign
sign
failure).
of a sudden change (e.g., sensor failure).
case where:
The case

f(m(a),rn(a,)) = [m(a)m(a)]"
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and nn >>11produces
for the
the decay
decay
producesan
anevidential
evidentialdecay
decay that
thatfollows
follows the
the intuition.
intuition. As
As with
with[5],
[5], the
the choice
choice of values
values for
parameter
is
made
by
a
knowledge
engineer.
parameter is made by a knowledge engineer.
time remaining
remaining until the
the belief
belief decays
decays below
The time
below the
the minimum
minimumacceptable
acceptablelevel
levelcan
canbebeestimated
estimatedininaanumber
numberofof
ways. The
The simplest
simplest is:
is:
ways.

time

trec
tree =obs
nobs ** observation
observat"zoo
where
drops below
beliefmjn. If
If itit
where n03
nobs 5isthe
thenumber
numberofofmissed
missed observations
observations before
before the total belief
belief beliefcurren
belie/current drops
below belie/min.
is
represented as
as the vacuous
vacuous belief
belieffunction
function(all
(allbelief
beliefassigned
assignedtoto"don't
"don'tknow")
know")
is assumed that
that missing
missing belief
belief will
will be represented
and that
thatall
allbelief
belief is
is either
either belief
belief in the
the percept
percept or
or "don't
"don'tknow"
know",, then
then the
the last
last observed
observed belief
belief beliefotai
belie/total will
will decay
decay
according to:
.· I
.
(b el·zef'ast
)nn b -2
bel zeJcurrent
= (belie
belzefcurrent
fiast)
O e

belie/min is
substitutedfor
for beliefcurren,
belie/current' the
thenumber
numberof
ofobservations,
observations, n0b8,
nobs, of
will take
If the beliefmjn
1 substituted
of"don't
"don't know"
know"that
that it will
take
the current
current belief
belief decays
decays to
to beliefmjn
belie/min can
can be
be computed
computed by:
by:
until the

gobs

1og(beliefjn)
2 + log( 1og(be1iefz9t)

In contrast
contrast to
to trec,
t rec , the
the estimation
estimationof
ofterror
terror depends
depends on the behavior itself and
and what is
is known
known about
about the measurement
error.

5
5

DelIlonstrations
Demonstrations

Work is
progress on implementing
implementing exception
generalized Dempster-Shafer
Work
is currently in progress
exception handling
handlingand
and the
the use
use of the generalized
Dempster-Shafer
theory to compute
compute when
when to
swap control
control from
local. This
This section
section presents
presents three preliminary
preliminary
theory
to swap
from the
the remote
remote to
to the
the local.
exercises of
exercises
of the
the exception
exception handler
handler operating
operating independently
independentlyof
ofaamobile
mobilerobot
robotbut
butusing
usingactual
actualsensor
sensordata.
data.
exercise simulates
Each exercise
simulatesaamobile
mobilerobot
robotnavigating
navigatingwith
witha areactive
reactivemove-to-goal
move.to-goa1behavior
behaviortotoaalandmark
landmarkselected
selected
operator, in
in this
this case
case the
the blue
blue square,
square, shown
shown in Figure
by the operator,
Figure 1.
1. The perceptual process consists
consists of
of22redundant
redundantsensing
sensing
and
the
other
uses
C
to
recognize
the
landmark
region
and
extract
relative
distance.
plans; one uses
uses video
video camera
camera CC1
and
the
other
uses
C2
to
recognize
the
landmark
region
and
extract
relative
distance.
1
2
how well
Recognition is
is based on how
well the
the seven
seven normalized
normalizedmoments
momentsextracted
extracted from
from the
the blue
blue segmented
segmented region
regionmatch
match the
the
All processing
processing is
Videopix framegrabber.
expected shape. All
is done on a Sun Sparcstation 2 with a Videopix
framegrabber. The minimum belief,
belief,
beliefmjn,
was chosen
chosen to
to be
be 0.2
0.2 to
to allow
allow sufficient
sufficienttime
timefor
forthe
theGTD
GTDmethod
methodto
to be
be demonstrated.
demonstrated. A constant velocity
belie/min, was
velocity
translational error
error rate
rate was
was assumed
assumed for estimating the time until a collision
collision with
and translational
with the
the goal.
goal.

5.1
Sensor Malfunction
Malfunction
5.1 Sensor
the first
first demonstration,
demonstration, the
thecamera
cameraC1
C1 was
was successfully
successfully observing
In the
observingthe
the blue
blue triangle
triangle with
with aa belief
belief of
of 0.80
0.80 when
when
sensing hardware
hardware malfunction
a sensing
malfunctionwas
wasintroduced
introducedby
bydisconnecting
disconnectingthe
theinput
inputtotothe
theframe
framegrabber.
grabber. As
As shown
showninin the
the
execution trace
2, this results in a missing
missing observation
program execution
trace in
in Figure 2,
observationand
and triggers
triggersaafailure
failurecondition.
condition.Execution
Execution
of
perceptual process
of the perceptual
process isis suspended
suspendedand
andthe
the time
time remaining
remaininguntil
untilthe
theentire
entirebehavior
behaviormust
mustbebesuspended,
suspended,t st,, isis
computed.
theminimum
minimumof
ofthe
theestimates
estimates for
for evidential
evidential decay
computed. Note
Note that
that t sisisthe
decayand
and amount
amountof
oftime
timethat
that the
the agent
agent can
can
safely
safely dead
dead reckon.
reckon. Control
Control isis now
nowpassed
passedtotothe
the exception
exceptionhandler,
handler,which
whichnotes
notesthat
thataahardware
hardwarefailure
failurehas
hasoccurred
occurred
and recovers
recovers by
by employing
employingthe
theback
backup
up video
videocamera
cameraCC2.
Essentiallythe
theexception
exceptionhandler's
handier'sfirst
firsthypothesis
hypothesisisisthat
thataa
2 • Essentially
checks for
hardware failure has occurred and checks
for any explicit
explicit errors.
errors.

5.2
Environmental Change
Change
5.2 Environmental
invoked the
The second demonstration invoked
the remote
remote exception
exception handler
handler with
with aa failure
failure caused
caused by
by an
an environmental
environmental change:
change:
off the lights. The
Thecamera
camerawas
was successfully
successfully observing
turning off
observingthe
the blue
blue triangle
triangle with
with aa belief
belief of
of 0.95
0.95when
whenlens
lenscaps
caps
were placed
placed over
over both
both cameras
cameras (simulating
(simulating the lights
lights going
goingout).
out). As shown
shownin
in the
the program
program execution
execution trace
trace in
in Fi~ure
Figure 2,
2,
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this results in
triggers aa failure
failure condition.
condition. Execution
Execution of
ofthe
the perceptual
perceptual process
processisissuspended
suspended
in aa missing
missing observation and triggers
time remaining until
and the time
until the entire
entire behavior
behaviormust
mustbe
besuspended,
suspended,t st,, is
is computed.
computed. Note
Note that
that in this demonstration
demonstration
the last
last good
goodbelief
belief of
of 0.95
0.95 is higher than
than in
in the
theprevious
previous case
case (0.80)
(0.80) and
and is
is reflected
reflected by the
the different
different values of tt3,
the
17.8
s , 17.8
27.4 seconds
seconds respectively.
respectively.
and 27.4
now passed
exception handler,
Control is now
passed to
to the exception
handler, which
whichgenerates
generatesaaset
set of
offailure
failurehypotheses
hypothesesand
andtests
teststhat
that can
can
completed in
remaining time.
time. The
Theexception
exception handler
handler hypothesizes
hypothesizes that
sensor is malfunctioning
malfunctioning or
be completed
in the remaining
that either a sensor
or
environmental change
change has
tests for
for aa malfunctioning
malfunctioning sensor by
an environmental
has occurred.
occurred. It tests
by comparing
comparing its
its average
average image
imageintensity
intensity
that of
of the
the redundant
redundant sensor.
sensor. At
At the
the same
same time, it tests for a change
change in
with that
in lighting
lightingconditions.
conditions.ItItnotes
notesthat
that both
both
cameras report an
an average
average intensity below
below the threshold for
the
expected
lighting,
thereby
signalling
a
change
in
for
lighting,
signalling a change in the
the
environment. Because there are no alternative sensors
sensors for
system cannot recover
recover autonomously
environment.
for the
the task, the system
autonomously and
and the
the
operator must be notified.
notified.

5.3 Errant
ErrantExpectation
Expectation
5.3
the third
thirddemonstration,
demonstration,the
theoperator
operatorselected
selected aa blue
blue triangle as the landmark
landmark but only
only a blue
blue square was present.
In the
present.
This represents the case
in
case where
where the
the remote
remote has
has errant
errant expectations
expectations and
and so
so sensing
sensing will
will fail immediately.
immediately. As shown
shown in
perceptual process
process cannot generate
Figure 4,
4, the perceptual
generate any
any belief
beliefinin presence
presenceofofthe
theblue
bluetriangle,
triangle,because
becauseitithad
hadno
noprior
prior
belief . Since the belief
belief is
is 0.
O. Therefore,
Therefore, the behavior
behavior
is already
already below
belowthe
theminimum
minimumthat
thatititcan
candecay
decayto,
to,the
thetime
timet st is
must be suspended automatically and control passed
passed to
to the local
local for
for resolution.
resolution. The
The local
local elects
elects to
to allow
allowthe
the remote
remote
classifies the
to employ its autonomous exception handling and it classifies
the cause
cause of
ofthe
thefailure
failureas
asan
an errant
errant exceptation because
be operating
operating correctly.
correctly.
the cameras appear to be

5.4 Discussion
Discussion
5.4
The above
above demonstrations
demonstrations are
are limited
limited but
but do
do suggest
suggest that
that the impact
impact of
of time
time can
can be
be effectively
effectively incorporated
incorporatedinto
into
an intelligent
architecture. The
also indicate
indicate that
that using
for
intelligent assistance
assistance architecture.
The demonstrations
demonstrations also
using a special
special rule of combination
combination for
the time
time available
available is
is promising.
promising. However,
However, as
estimating the
as currently
currently formulated,
formulated, itit uses
uses aa heuristically
heuristically chosen
chosen value
valuefor
for
decay parameter, n. Until
Untilaaformal
formalmethod
methodof
ofselecting
selecting n is
is found,
found, the
the advantages
advantages of using
using the special
special rule
the decay
rule isis
limited.
limited. To
To this
this end,
end, we
~e are
are investigating
investigating the
the use
use of
of Kalman
Kalman filtering
filtering to relate the
the change
change in measurement
measurement certainty
with change
deadlines for
for exception
exceptionhandling
handlingand
and
change in belief.
belief. The
The paper
paperhas
hasfocused
focused on
on the
thedefinition
definition of
of reasonable
reasonable deadlines
how to estimate those time
time limits.
limits. ItIthas
hasignored
ignored the
theissue
issue of
of whether
whether itit is
is possible,
possible, or even desirable,
desirable, to
classify and
how
to classify
and
recover from
recover
from sensing
sensing failures
failures using
using an
an anytime
anytime algorithm
algorithm [4];
[4];more
morework
workisisneeded
neededininthis
thisarea.
area.

Conclusions
66 Conclusions
conclusion, this
has reported
reported on
on work
work in
in progress
progress in
in extending
extending the ability
ability of
of the
theVIA-SFX
VIA-SFX cooperative
cooperative
In conclusion,
this paper has
These modifications
modifications are expected
improve its
assistance architecture. These
expected to improve
its exception
exception handling
handling capability
capability and
and ability
ability to
to
function effectively
function
effectivelyininreal-time.
real-time. Exception
Exception"handling
handlingfor
forsensing
sensingfailures
failuresis isperformed
performedboth
bothatatthe
theremote
remoteand
andatat the
the
local. The
The remote
remote detects
detectssensing
sensing failures
failures while
while executing
local.
executingreaction
reactionplans
plansfor
forsensing.
sensing.Once
Onceaafailure
failureisisdetected,
detected,the
the
time remaining
remaining until the
the behavior
behavior must be suspended; this becomes
becomes the
remote estimates the time
the time limit
limit on exception
exception
the remote.
remote. IfIfthe
theremote
remotecannot
cannotcomplete
completeexception
exception handling
handling in this
this time
time or
or needs
needs assistance,
assistance, exception
exception
handling at the
local. An
Anintelligent
intelligent assistant
assistant then
then facilitates
facilitates human
human intervention,
intervention, either
either
handling responsibility
handling
responsibilityisis passed
passed to
to the
the local.
hwnan assistance or coordinating
directing the remote without human
coordinating data
data collection
collectionand
andpresentation
presentationto
to the
the operator
operator within
within
mission.
time limits imposed by the mission.
The strategy
strategyof
ofusing
using real-time
real-timedeadlines
deadlines on
on exception
exception handling is expected to lead
lead to
to more
more effective
effective use
The
use of
of remotes
remotes
for several
reasons. First, the
of the remote
should be
be smoother
smootherin
in the
the face
face of
of sensing
sensingfailures.
failures.The
The
several reasons.
the overall
overall actions of
remote should
continue operating
operating in
dead reckoning
reckoning mode
remote can continue
in a dead
modegiving
givingthe
theexception
exceptionhandler
handlera achance
chancetoto"catch
"catchup"
up" and
and
However, the dead reckoning
reckoning mode
recover. However,
mode may
may not
not be
be possible
possibleor
oreven
evendesirable
desirablefor
forallallbehaviors.
behaviors.ItItcan
canbe
beeliminated
eliminated
specifying aa low
by specifying
low time
time limit
limit for
for aborting
aborting the behavior, essentially
essentially forcing
forcingthe
theremote
remote to
to immediately
immediately transfer
transfer control
control
the local.
local. Since
Since the
theremote
remoteexception
exception handling
handling capabilities
capabilities are
subset of the local's,
local's, the local can perform
perform the
to the
are aa subset
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Second, since
resolve the
same tests. Second,
since the
the remote
remote attempts to resolve
the problem
problem first,
first, then
then the
the local,
local, the
the system
system does
doesnot
notbother
bother
operator with
with easily
easily classified
classified failures,
the operator
failures,preventing
preventingcognitive
cognitivefatigue.
fatigue.IfIfthe
theremote
remotemaya
may afall-back
fall-backstate
statethat
thatititcan
can
assume,
the
operator
can
manage
his/her
attention
between
multiple
remotes
as
it
is
unlikely
that
all
remotes
will
fail
assume,
his/her attention between multiple remotes
is unlikely that all remotes will fail
and require immediate
immediate attention
attention at
at the same time.
time.
remaining until the behavior
behavior is
is aborted
aborted and
and the
theremote
remotemight
might leave
leave the
the region
region where
where the
the sensing
sensing error
The time remaining
impact on
on the
the data
datacollection
collection strategy
strategy and
and communication
communication demands
occurred
occurred has
has an
an important impact
demands employed
employedbybythe
the
intelligent assistant
local system.
system. The
Theintelligent
intelligent assistant
assistant in
in VIA-SFX
VIA-SFX attempts to reduce
reduce communication
communication
intelligent
assistant at
at the local
where ever
demands where
ever possible
possibleby
byfiltering
filteringdata
data and
and requesting
requestingupdates
updates of
ofonly
onlywhat
what isis needed
neededtoto confirm
confirmthe
thecurrent
current
hypotheses.
communicationbandwidth
bandwidthisislimited
limitedand
andthe
theremote
remotecan
can
hypotheses. This is a desirable
desirable strategy in situations where
where communication
indefinite period
remain for
for an indefinite
period of
of time
time in
in the same
same position;
position; the
the local
local can
can gather
gather data
data from
from the remote on demand.
demand.
However, if
However,
if the
the robot
robot is
is likely
likelyto
to move,
move,the
thehuman
humanand
and the
the intelligent
intelligentassistant
assistantmay
maynot
not be
be able
ableto
to identify
identifythe
the problem
problem
immediately. Therefore,
immediately.
Therefore, the
the intelligent
intelligentassistant
assistantmay
maydemand
demandall
alldata
dataas
as quickly
quicklyasaspossible
possibleand
andstore
storeititfor
forlater.
later.
also result in the
the remote
remote remaining
remaining as
as near
near operational
operational as
as possible
possible while
while not interfering
interfering with exception
exception
This should also
handling.
handling.
possible for
The modifications to
to VIA-SFX
VIA-SFXillustrate
illustrate that
that it is possible
foraa teleoperation
teleoperationarchitecture
architecturetotosupport
supportan
an evolution
evolution
increasing levels
levels of autonomy.
VIA-SFX makes
to increasing
autonomy. VIA-SFX
makes use
use of
of results
results from
from research
researchin
in exception
exceptionhandling
handlingfor
forautonomous
autonomous
mobile robots by adding the
the portions
portions which
which work
work reliably
reliably to the
the semi-autonomous
semi-autonomous remote
mobile
remote and
and supplementing
supplementing those
those
that are
are not
not reliable
reliable with
with human
human assistance
assistance at the
the local.
local. This
This isis truly
trulyaa"best
"bestofofboth
bothworlds"
worlds" scenario,
scenario, where new
that
new
levels of autonomy
added and
and cooperative
cooperative assistance
assistance overcomes
overcomes the hard problems
problems of
of resolving
resolving contention
contention and
levels
autonomy are added
identifying compound
identifying
compoundfailures.
failures. Although
Although this
this paper
paper concentrates
concentrates on
on exception
exceptionhandling
handlingatatthe
the remote,
remote, itit should
should be
be
thatthe
thelocal
localsystem
systemcan
canfurther
furthersupport
supportthe
theevolution
evolutionofofintelligence
intelligence by
by learning
learning classification
classification tests
new
noted that
tests and new
recovery strategies
recovery
strategies from
from observing
observing the
the human operator.
Current work
work is concentrating
concentrating on implementing and testing
testing the
the basic
basic modifications to VIA-SFX.
Current
VIA-SFX. Additional
Additional research
research
planning and
and scheduling
scheduling of exception
is needed in the planning
exception handling
handling activities
activitieswithin
withinreal-time
real-timeconstraints.
constraints. Another
Another area
area
currently being
being explored
explored is
speed of the remote
remote to increasing
increasing ts so that it
it will
will not reach
reach the
that isis currently
is adapting the speed
deadline before
would allow
"limp along"
deadline
before exception
exceptionhandling
handlingisis expected
expectedto
to be
be completed.
completed. This
This would
allowthe
the remote
remote to
to "limp
along" and
and
completely exercise
exercise all
all its
its exception
exception handling
handling capabilities
capabilities before
before necessitating
necessitating operator
operator assistance.
assistance.
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1: Blue triangle landmark as seen
seen from video camera 1.
Figure 1:

<successful data
data collection
collection and
and fusion>
fusion>
<successful
Fusion step returned SUCCESS
0.80 Against:
Against: 0.00
0.00 Don't
Don't Know:
Know: 0.20
0.20 Conflict: 0.00
Total Belief: Support: 0.80
<sensing failure
failure has
has now
now occurred
occurred on
on data
data collection>
collection>
<sensing
classificationdue
due to
tohardware
hardware error
error message>
<immediate classification
message>
Could not
not open
open camera
camera device.
device .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I I ITIME
TIME CALCULATIONS
CALCULATIONS ##*
••,
U#

good belief
belief in
in the
the percept
percept == 0.800000
Last good
seconds per observation
observation = 1.200000,
Given n = 1.200000, average seconds
Given
time remaining
remaining = 17.761688 seconds.
Given distance
distance = 5.000000, current velocity = 0.200000, and translational error rate = 0.250000
Given
remaining = 6.250000 seconds.
time remaining
TOTAL TIME
TIME REMAINING
REMAINING = 6.250000 seconds.
seconds .
TOTAL

=

=
=
=
=
=
=
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

=

(bienvenidos) to
to error
error recovery!!!
recovery!!!
Welcome (bienvenidos)
Welcome

Description/sensor nodes
nodes in
in original
original sensing
sensing plan
plan
Description/sensor
Desc/sensor node:
node: 0 color camera
Desc/sensor
Color video
video hardware
hardware error
error recovery
recovery
Color
<replace bad
bad camera
camera with
with other
other camera
camera if
if available>
available>
<replace
Description/sensor nodes
nodes in
in repaired
repaired sensing
sensing plan
plan
Description/sensor
ERROR
ERROR RECOVERY COMPLETE

Figure
Figure
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2: Annotated program trace for sensor malfunction.
malfunction.

<successful data
data collection
collection and
and fusion>
fusion>
<successful
Total Belief: Support: 0.95
0.95 Against:
Against: 0.00
0.00 Don't
Don't Know:
Know: 0.05
0.05 Conflict:
Conflict: 0.00
0.00
<failure is nov
now detected>
Belief: Support: 0.00
0.00 Against:
Against: 0.00
0.00 Don't
Don't Know:
Know: 1.00
1.00 Conflict:
Conflict: 0.00
0.00
PREPROCESSING
PREPROCESSING STEP FAILURE

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TIME CALCULATIONS
CALCULATIONS *##
•••
0.950000
Last good
good belief
belief in
in the
thepercept
percept=0.950000
Given nn =
= 1.200000, average seconds per observation
observation == 1.200000,
Given
ttme remaining
27.438582seconds.
seconds.
time
remaining =
27.438582
and translational
translationalerror
errorrate
rate=0.250000
Given distance
5.000000, current
current velocity
velocity = 0.200000,
0.200000, and
0.250000
distance =5.000000,
ttme remaining
6.250000 seconds.
seconds.
time
remaining =
6.250000
us
'"

=

TOTAL TIME
TIME REMAINING
REMAIKING = 6.250000 seconds.
seconds .
TOTAL

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

to error
error classification!
classification!!!
Welcome to
Welcome
!!
<2 hypotheses generated:
generated: sensor
sensor malfunction
malfunction and
and environmental
environmental change>
change>
<2
Color camera diagnostic
Check
intensity
Check intensity
tests>
<carries out tests>
Test 1:
1: sensor
sensor diagnostic
diagnostic function
function
Test
Found aa good
good color
color sensor, number o.
Ok to
to run
run other
other tests.
tests.
Found
0. Ok
Test 2:
2: testing
testing for
for environmental
environmental change
change
Test
•••••VIOLATION: COLOR
COLORMINIMUM
MINIMUM INTENSITY
INTENSITY THRESHOLD*****
THRESHOLD•••••
*****VIOLATION:
Intensity change
change confirmed
confirmed
Intensity
ERROR CLASSIFICATION
CLASSIFICATION COMPLETE!!!
COMPLETE!!!
ERROR

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Welcome (bienvenidos)
(bienvenidos) to
to error
error recovery!!!
recovery!!!
Welcome
Intensity change
change recovery
Intensity

'Figure
Figure

Annotated program
program trace
trace for
for environmental
environmental change.
3: Annotated

NO
NO

REGION FOUND
BLUE REGION
Total belief:
belief: Support:
Support: 0.00
0.00 Against:
0.00 Don't
Against: 0.00
Don't Know:
Know: 1.00 Conflict:
Conflict: 0.00
0.00
PREPROCESSING
PREPROCESSING STEP FAILURE
FAILURE

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

*##
**#
• ,. TIME
TIME CALCULATIONS '"
good belief
belief in
in the
the percept
percept = 0.000000
Last good
Given
Given n == 1.200000, average
average seconds
seconds per
per observation
observation == 1.200000,
time remaining
remaining = 0.000000 seconds.

=

=

=

=

Given distance = 5.000000, current velocity = 0.200000, and
and translational
translational error
error
Given
rate
rate = 0.250000
remaining = 6.250000 seconds.
time remaining
TOTAL TIME
TIME REMAINING
REMAIKING = 0.000000 seconds.
seconds .
TOTAL

=

=

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

<transfer control to local,
local, which
which continues
continues autonomous
autonomous exception
exception handling>
handling>
<transfer
<2 hypotheses generated: sensor
sensor malfunction
malfunction and
and environmental
environmental change>
change>
camera diagnostic:
Color camera
Check intensity:
intensity:
Check
tests>
<carries out tests>
Test 1:
1: sensor diagnostic function
Found a good
good color
color sensor, number o.
Ok to
to run
run other
other tests.
tests.
Found
0. Ok
2: testing
testing for environmental
environmental change
change
Test 2:
Environmental intensity
intensity is
is ok,
ok, detected
detected with
with sensor
sensor 0.
O.
Environmental
No errors classified
classified ——
-- Robot is
is in
in aa bad
bad position.
position .
******************
•••••••••••••••••• ERROR
ERROR CLASSIFICATION COMPLETE ******************
••••••••••••••••••
<recovery requires
replanning>
<recovery
requires replanning>

Figure 4:
4: Annotated trace for
for errant expectation.
expectation.
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